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Since Lin Fan was with Bai Yi for money, the money should be able to

buy this guy.

just!

Lin Fan didn’t even look at it, then tore the check to pieces, and said

with an indifferent expression:

“After eating this meal, we won’t see you again in the future!”

Lin Fan has been completely angered!

He was fed up with Xu Yourong’s self-righteousness, even disgust.

“you!”

For some reason, seeing Lin Fan’s attitude, Xu Yourong felt very

uncomfortable.

At the moment, she coldly snorted:

“I don’t know how to praise, in this case, don’t blame me for being

ruthless. Then you don’t even want to get a dime, and you must divorce

Bai Yi!”

While talking, Wang Zuyuan had already brought up the wine and

food.

However, just a glance!

Xu Yourong was already dumbfounded, because she saw that just a

bottle of red wine was worth more than 500,000 yuan!

There are also super expensive ingredients such as black caviar and

black truffles. This table costs three to five million!

This frightened Xu Yourong. Although she had a good family

background, she was still not so good that she could spend millions on

a meal!

“Miss Wang, are you making a mistake? I don’t order these dishes!”

Wang Zuyuan still had a professional smile and explained:

“It’s also a free gift for the store celebration. All your consumption

today is free!”

Just kidding, even this Tingchao Pavilion belongs to the grandfather in

front of him. What counts for millions of guests to have a meal?

just!

Xu Yourong only frowned. She is not an idiot, knowing that there is no

such thing as a free lunch.

It’s incredible that the other party allowed them to enter Bihuating.

How could it be possible to give away millions of wine and vegetables?

Unless the business has a brain bubble, it is impossible to make such a

loss-making business?

There must be something tricky here!

After Wang Zuyuan left, Xu Yourong looked at Lin Fan suspiciously:

“It’s all because of you?”

She doesn’t know Wang Zuyuan, so Wang Zuyuan is definitely not

because of her so that she gives face, so there is only one explanation.

The other party is because of Lin Fan!

And when he heard that, Lin Fan also slowly smiled:

“Not bad!”

boom!

Xu Yourong’s Huarong turned pale, and there was a dense thunder in

her mind, and her scalp was numb, and she was completely stunned!

This is so special, how is it possible?

This guy is just a soft meal, how could someone like Wang Zuyuan give

such a face?

At the moment, she looked at Lin Fan in horror:

“You, who are you?”

Did you miss it?

Is this guy in front of me a trash?

It has energy that you don’t know?

And this time!

Lin Fan didn’t intend to continue to conceal his identity, and said

lightly:

“The new chairman of Washington Pharmaceuticals, the genius doctor

Lin they call, is me!”

“So together with this store is mine, so our consumption today can be

all free!”

In a word, the atmosphere of the whole box fell completely into

silence!

Xu Yourong’s eyes widened, and he looked like he was alive, and he

couldn’t calm down for a long time.

Damn, what did she hear?

This guy says he is the genius doctor Lin?

Go to see your ghost!

Now!

In Xu Yourong’s eyes, there was raging anger, Lin Fan actually dared to

insult her idol in front of her?

Her idol, Doctor Lin, is an upright man, how could he be a son-in-law

who eats soft food?

boom!

Xu Yourong slapped the table suddenly and stared at Lin Fan furiously:

“Lin Fan, do you think you are very humorous? You are the genius

doctor Lin? Just rely on you? You don’t take a piss to take pictures of

your own virtues!”

“Mr. Lin, but the light of China, the pillar of the country, look at you

again, a trash who depends on a woman to feed!”

“What qualifications do you have for rubbish like yours to be

compared with God Doctor Lin? Don’t laugh off other people’s teeth!”

Hearing this, Lin Fan stopped talking, but his silence fell in Xu

Yourong’s eyes and it was a guilty conscience.

“How about it, have you said something? It’s a loss, right?”

Xu Yourong hummed coldly, and said with a look of disgust:

“The dragon and the phoenix among others, how can you be

compared to a scum like you, and dare to pretend to be the genius

doctor Lin in front of me in the future, I will break your leg!”

Oh?

Lin Fan smiled and asked:

“It seems that you care about that genius doctor Lin!”

Xu Yourong lifted her head, looking high above, and said:

“Of course, I am a fan of him! I have searched for everything related to

him. He is the best doctor I have ever seen in my life, and he is better

than Huaxia Yao Lao!”

“I know him better than you thought, so if you want to make an axe in

front of me, then you have a wrong idea!”

Since watching the battle between Chinese and Western medicine half a

year ago, she has been completely conquered by the great doctor Lin.

Therefore, he regards the genius doctor Lin as her life idol, and will

never allow others to blaspheme the gods in her heart!

Lin Fan suddenly looked dazed, dare to love this lady or his own little

girl?

But why can’t I be happy at all?
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